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Simple Solar Circuits  Name:________________________ 

for a Solar Mobile  Period:    1      2      3      4      5      6   
 

Part 1-Exploring Circuits: 

Using the following materials, design some circuits using solar panels that 

will light up the LEDs and grain of wheat lights.  You will need to use sunlight 

(never look directly at the sun) or a light stand making sure you are holding 

the solar panels no closer than 30 cm from the light source. 

 

Test Materials: 
• leads (alligator clips)   • simple switch 

• 3 mm LED (Light Emitting Diodes) • 2v, 1.5v, and .5v solar panels 

• Grain of Wheat bulbs   • Sun or light stand with light bulb 

 

As you explore you will need answer these questions. 

How much solar power (Watts) is needed to power a grain of wheat bulb?  

_________ 

 

How much solar power (Watts) is needed to power 1 LED?  ____________ 

 

Look closely at your LED.  One wire (leg) is longer.  Can you power a LED with 

the current flowing in both directions?  ________ 

Which wire (leg) is positive? The longer or shorter one?_______________ 
 

Draw one of the circuits you made and show how the energy is transferred 

from the light source to the other components. 

(EX.  Sunlight          solar panel           wire             LED) 
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How did you make your circuit work? Write down what you did.  What was 

the outcome? 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Part 2-How much power is needed? 

How can a circuit be created that can power both a grain of wheat bulb and a 

motor (propeller) with solar panels? 

 

Additional Materials: 
• two motors 

• two propellers 

 

Hypothesis (If______, then_____, because______) 

 

If we use a ______V (volt) solar panel (held 30 cm from the light source) 

connected to a grain of wheat bulb and small motor, then we think  

 

_________________________________________________________. 

(what do you predict will happen based on your testing) 

 

Outcome (circle answers):  Yes  /  No   our circuit with _____V solar panel 

did /did not   power both the light bulb and motor (propeller). 

 

Write your own hypothesis about testing a circuit using a LED and motor 

(propeller). 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

Outcome (circle answers):  Yes  /  No  our circuit   did  /did not   power 

both the light bulb and motor (propeller). 
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Part 3-Powering two motors (propellers) and lamps: 
How much solar power will be needed to power two motors (propellers) and 2 lamps 

(Grain of Wheat or LEDs)? 

 

Additional Materials: 
• AA batteries 

• AA battery holder 

 

Procedure: 
1. Based on your testing of simple circuits with solar panels, draw a diagram of how 

you think you can power two motors (propellers) and LEDs or Grain of Wheat 

bulbs. 

2. You may incorporate 2-AA batteries and a battery holder into your circuit. 

 

1st trial diagram (be sure to draw before you test):      

As you make revisions, draw new diagrams to help you keep track of what you tried 

even if it doesn’t work.  Engineers need to keep track of everything even circuits 

that may not work so they don’t needlessly repeat the same work.  Be sure to label! 

 

Revision #1: 
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Revision #2:       

 

Revision #3: 

Results: How did you get a solar powered circuit to work? 

 

When you are successful, stop and write an explanation of the order of items and 

what you think is needed. Be sure to mark your diagrams with the voltage and flow 

of energy. 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________ 
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Part 4-Drawing a Circuit Diagram 

 

Now take your completed circuit and draw a circuit DIAGRAM below.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis:  Tell why you think this will be the best circuit for your mobile 

aircraft. 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

 

Weight is a big variable on the solar mobile aircraft.  How do you think this 

circuit set up will affect the solar aircraft made out of foam board? 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 
 


